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BALL, Norman, Public Archives of Canada; 51 Sherbrooke St., 233-8536; Early Agricultural and Industrial Technology; Engineering History; Archives.


BÉRUBÉ, André, Parcs-Canada; 16 St-Dominique, Hull, Québec; 770-8685 (996-4971); M.A. (Ottawa). Histoire des techniques artisanales et industrielles. Histoire de la sidérurgie.

BOIVIN, Bernard, Central Experimental Farm, Agriculture Canada; L.Sc. (Montréal), Ph.D. (Harvard). Bibliography, biography, and history of botany.

BOUSE, David, Restoration Services Div. Indian and Northern Affairs; 54 Somerset W., Ottawa; 232-0728 (996-406); B.Arch. (Nebraska). Recording methods (techniques and application for industrial archaeology.

BOWLER, Peter J., Dept. History, University of Winnipeg; 248 McIntosh Ave., Winnipeg, Man.; 667-5522; Ph.D. (Toronto). Geology in Canada. Scientific societies.


DUCHESNE, Raymond, Institut d'histoire et sociopolitique de sciences, Université de Montréal, C.P. 6128 Montréal; (343-7260) M.Sc. (Montréal). Histoire et sociologie des sciences au Canada et au Québec, 19e et 20e siècles.

ESTEY, R.H.; Dept. Plant Science, Macdonald College, McGill University, Ste-Anne-de-Bellevue, Québec. HOA 1CO; Canadian botany and history of plant pathology.

GILLIS, Sandra J., Research Div, National Historic Parks and Sites Branch, Parks Canada; (996-4971); Timber trade, Ottawa Valley, Canals.

GODFREY, Charles M., Dept. Rehabilitation Medicine, University of Toronto 484 Church St., Suite 109 Toronto, Ontario; 923-7127; M.A., M.D. (Toronto). History of Medicine, Ontario and Canada.

GUILLAUME, Sandra, Ontario Multicultural History Archives, 77 Grenville, Street, Toronto; B.A. (S.G.W.), Dipl. (Carleton). Scientific archives.

HOENIGER, Judith, Dept. Microbiology, University of Toronto; 19th c Canadian botany and exploration.

HOENIGER, F. David, Dept. English, Victoria College, University of Toronto (978-3826); Ph.D (London). 19th c Canadian botany.


LANGFORD, Martha, 120 Ossington Ave., Ottawa, Ont. K1S 3B8; M.A. (Carleton); Electrochemical Industries in Québec and Ontario to 1914.

LEUNG, Felicity, Research Div. National Historic Parks and Sites Branch, Parks Canada; (996-4971); B.A. Hons. (Toronto). Flour milling in Ontario.
LEVERE, Trevor, Institute Hist & Phil Science & Tech, University of Toronto; 978-5047; M.A., D.Phil. (Oxon); History of Chemistry; Attitudes to nature in 19th Century; development of higher education in science.

LIMOGES, Camille, Institut d'histoire et sociopolitique des sciences, Université de Montréal; (343-7351); Ph.D. (Paris-Sorbonne). History of Biology. Provancher.


McNALLY, Larry. Concordia Univeristy; 420 Lebeau St., St-Jean, Qué. J3B 1L1; (514) 348-2239; Water power on the Lachine Canal.

MILLER, Marilyn G., Ministry of Culture and Recreation, Ontario; 183 Holmwood Ave., Ottawa K1S 2P3; M.A. (Queen's). Mining, esp in Eastern Ontario.

MUSGRAVE, John Brent; 10228 115th. St., Edmonton, Alta., T5K 1P8 482-6842; B.A. (Chicago). History of astronomy, psychiatry. UFO phenomena in Canada.

NESMITH, Tom. 1494 Lepage Ave., #23, Ottawa, Ontario. K1Z 8C9; Carleton University; B.A. M.A. (Queen's); Views of technology in rural Ontario, 1870-1914.

NICHOLLS, R.V.V., 172 Robitaille Rd., Granby, Quebec; 372-1106; Ph.D. (McGill). History of chemistry. Chemical technology Science education.

PASSFIELD, Robert W., Research Div. National Historic Parks and Sites Branch, Parks Canada; (996-4971); M.A. (McMaster). Bridge and canal technology, esp. Rideau Canal.

PATERSON, G.R., Hannah Institute for History of Medical and Related Sciences; 50 Prince Arthur Ave., Suite 105, Toronto, Ont. M5R 1B5; (924-3368); M.Sc. (Sask.); Ph.D. (Wisconsin). History of medicine and pharmacy.

PETERTON, James O., Institute for History and Philosophy of Science and Technology, University of Toronto; B.A. (Calif.), Ph.D. (Toronto). Social history. Mining technology in the North.

PHILLIPSON, Donald J., Hall's Road, Carlsbad Springs, Ont. KOA 1KO; (613)822-0734; Government and Science since 1900; Canaian Research Community since 1882.
PORTER, Christopher J.B.L. Upper Canada Village, St. Lawrence Parks Commission, Box 929 Morrisburg, Ont. KOC 1X0; (543-3158); M. Museol. (Toronto). Industrial technology. Ship building on St. Lawrence. Printing trade, Eastern Ontario, early 19th c.


PRIESS, Peter J., Material Culture Research, Parks Canada; 97 Clarendon Ave., Ottawa, K1Y OP8; 729-6853 (993-9717); M.A. (Manit.). Historical architecture. Tools. Domestic hardware.

PYENSON, Lewis, Institut d'histoire et sociopolitique des sciences, Université de Montréal; (343-7351); M.Sc. (Wyoming), Ph.D. (John Hopkins). Canadian mathematical sciences, 20th c.

QUANCE, Elizabeth J., Research Div. National Historic Parks and Sites Branch, Parks Canada; 41 Woodlawn Ave., #3 Ottawa, K1S 2S8; 236-4092 (996-4871); M.A. (Toronto). History of medicine and pharmacy. History of technology.


RICHARDSON, W. George Faculty of Applied Science, Queen's University, Kingston, Ontario; (547-3073); M.A. (Toronto). History of Canadian technology. Engineering education in Canada.


SINCLAIR, J. Bruce, Institute for History/and Philosophy of Science and Technology, University of Toronto; 550 Spadina Cr. Toronto, M5S 2J9 920-8645; M.A. (Delaware), Ph.D. (Case Western Reserve). History of Canadian technology.

SCOTT, John W., Dept. of Physiology, University of Toronto; 595-3312; M.A., M.D. (Toronto). History of medicine, 19th century.

STUMES, Paul, Canadian Engineering Heritage Record, 365 Laurier Ave., West, Ottawa, K1A OH4; (996-8021); P. Eng. (Sask.). Industrial archaeology. Preservation technology for industrial artifacts.

THOMSON, Ron B., Dept. Natural Science, Atkinson College, York University; 368 Brunswick Ave., Toronto, Ontario M5R 2Y9; (416)961-9719; M.A. (Toronto); D.Phil. (Oxon); General context of Canadian science and technology.
